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ABSTRACT  
A cyber-attack is malicious attempt by a person or organization to gain unauthorized access, steal 

data or cause damage to computers and destroying sensitive information. So in this study we will 

quickly detect and effectively respond to mitigate sophisticated key-logger Trojan horse and 

minimize the impact on sensitive data theft. Similarly securing and stating prevention majors in 

RFID and bundle a proper security protocol package in order to protect Sim cards from Sim cloning 

cyberattacks. Key-logger is software which is installed on your system and will fetch everything you 

type and attacker will easily get your information. Radio-Frequency Identification Technology 

(RFID) in this technology RFID theft occurs when someone uses their own RFID reader to trigger 

the RFID based financial access cards. and Sim cloning is the attack in which a SIM card is 

duplicated and after cloning the cloned SIM card’s information is transferred onto the another SIM 

card and attacker can extract the SIM card’s Authentication key(ki) and IMSI(Information Mobile 

Subscriber Identifier). Because of this digital industry faces billions of dollars financial loss, data 

loss and system or server crashes. There are so many organizations had experienced a data breach 

caused by issues like devices or documents being lost or computers being left unattended. So our 

purpose of this survey based on cyberattacks is to develop an sustainable cyber security model in 

future as well as an proper system architecture to help prevent these types of cyber-attacks. 

 

  INTRODUCTION 

 From the past few years, technology has grown immensely and due to its ease of understanding, it is 

being used by people of all age groups. As the use of technology is increasing vigorously, the 

severity of cyber-attacks has also increased tremendously. Due to poor knowledge of cyber-attacks 

and neglecting the importance of cyber security many organizations and individuals have witnessed 

financial loss as well as data loss. However, the year 2020 has shown a whole new level of cyber-

attacks. As the covid-19 pandemic introduced a new way of work to the world, it has accelerated 

cyber-attacks as well as data breaches. Many renowned companies were targeted and were hacked 

for essential data worth billions of rupees. Recently, In 2021,700 million LinkedIn users' data were 

exposed including email addresses, phone numbers, workplace information, account ids, links to 

their social media accounts, and gender details. In 2020 over 600 million accounts data of Sina 

Weibo website were leaked. Similarly, a 17-yearold hacker and his group breached twitter’s network 

and grabbed control of Twitter accounts of high-profile users, and stole over $118,000 worth of 

bitcoin. Laundry’s 63 restaurants' payment card details were hacked by malware targeting the 

restaurant's order entry systems which have card readers attached. In this study, the Author has 

mainly researched three attacks that cause breaching of sensitive and valuable data. It includes key-

logging malware, RFID theft in banking transactions, and Sim cloning attacks. Key logger or 

keystroke logger is a program that monitors and logs all the keystrokes entered by the user through 

the keyboard including passwords, user names, and banking details. It can be programmed to 

monitor any type of data such as keystrokes, screens, and retrieving files from the user’s system. Key 

logger logs all keystrokes and stores this log file into the local device and then sends it to a server 

from where the hacker can access this sensitive data. Key logger Trojan can be installed to the 
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victim’s system without any permission along with the regular files and commonly used applications; 

this can be achieved by practicing social engineering. As key logger Trojan can enter into the system 

in the form of regular executable files, it can simply pass through antivirus software without 

detecting them. The authors studied several research papers and this study has shown that key logger 

Trojans are advancing into new versions making it difficult to detect by standard antivirus scanners 

and windows defender. RFID or Radio-Frequency Identification Technology is a wireless technology 

which works on Radio Waves and it is used in many industries for access control, supply chain 

logistics. 

 

PROPOSED SYSTEM: 

 In RFID there is one microchip and antenna. A microchip contains identifying information and an 

antenna that transmits the information or data to the reader. Reader can read the information which is 

stored in tags. Any organization or industry could be at risk of cyberattack and there are many 

organizations due to cyber-attack affected and duped in financial loss, data loss. In the year 2013, 

information of 70 million credit cards of an organization called “Target” was stolen by using Card 

Skimming Malware attack. 

 The subscriber identity module (SIM) card is the transmitter of the signal to the mobile and tower. 

Our SIM cards contain two secret codes or keys called IMSI (international mobile subscriber identity) 

and KI (Authentication Key). These codes are the identifier of the Sim card .when someone gets 

IMSI and KI codes of Sim card then the attacker programs it into programmable empty SIM card for 

hacking and this procedure is known as Sim cloning. In the SIM cloning attackers create duplicate 

copy of the real SIM card. Not every SIM card is clone able, only some SIM card are clone 

able .now currently COMP128v1 architecture based SIM cards are mostly cloned. COMP12v1 is a 

first version of COMP12v architecture SIM cards. Because of SIM cloning attack we lost our 

important data like details of account information, financial information or other important 

document .so we will ensure to state the process between the subscriber and network which inhibits 

attacker to decrypt the encrypted and the operator in Sim cloning cyber-attacks and prevention 

majors against it. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The survey conducted in this paper mainly focuses on three abstruse attacks that are key-logging 

Trojan horse, Sim cloning, and RFID theft in banking transactions. To prevent data breaches caused 

by such attacks, organizations and individuals must be aware of such types of attacks. One must use 

the anti-virus software to scan systems periodically for any foreign material. The live survey 

mentioned in this paper has shown the severity of cyber-attacks and it has also shown how these 

attacks impact globally. It also proves the seriousness of having cyber security in organizations. The 

author has found out the undiscovered areas in research by surveying numerous research papers. This 

literature survey has shown that the advanced version of key logger is not yet detectable by any 

standard anti-virus software and windows defender. The majority of Sim cards operate on the basic 

encryption algorithm which is comp128, this algorithm is vulnerable to physical Sim cloning. When 

the Sim card is in a roaming service network, the information that needs for authentication is 

exposed on the air through which hackers can manage to obtain encryption keys which leads to OTA 

Sim cloning. Credit cards containing RFID tags can be accessed through an RFID tag reader by an 

attacker. This study has revealed the research gaps and the flaws in the existing systems. In the future, 

research will be conducted to minimize the flaws mentioned above as well as to protect the digital 

systems from a data breach. 
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